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Art Appreciation [Tue & Thur, 1:00p - 2:00p]
A discussion class that explores developments in contemporary visual arts theory. Supplemented by video, critique and
small group discussion. The purpose is to examine and critically analyze major forms of artist expression.. Must be enrolled
in an art class to attend.

Intro Visual Arts [Tue & Thur, 10:30a - 12:00p] Students will gain experience in a variety of visual arts and media,

including drawing, painting, collage and mixed media. This class is project based to help the artist learn specfic skills.

Advanced Visual Arts [Mon & Wed, 10:30a - 12:00p] For Members who are ready for more independent study.

Students will be encouraged to pursue their favorite visual arts discipline: drawing, painting, sculpture, collage and
mixed media.
Beginning Craft Studio [Fri, 9:00a – 10:30a]
A class to enjoy a variety of leisure crafts including needle crafts, copper tooling, paper crafts, stained glass, simple
woodcrafts, drawing, and painting. Participants may choose their interests from a variety of options for individual
involvement.
Drawing [Tue, 2:00p - 3:30p]
This course is for all levels and abilities. Visual expression through the exploration of various black and white media, still life,
landscape, portrait, the human firgure and other subjects will be drawn. Formal concepts such as line, texture, value and
perspective will be explored through representational and abstract means.

Advanced Independent Study [Tue & Thur, 9:00a - 10:30a]

Advanced students work independently on pre approved projects.
Crocheting & Knitting [Fri, 9:00a - Noon] Classroom 2
Learn crocheting and knitting to make blankets, scarves, hats, etc. Most needle sizes available: must bring own yarn.
Participants need functional use of hands.
Painting [Thur, 2:00p - 3:30p]
This course is an introduction to acrylic and watercolors with an emphasis of color mixing, painting techniques and
composition. The purpose is to promote sensitivity to color interaction, advanced technical and compositional skills and
provide a basis for growth and expression.
OPEN Art Studio [Mon, Wed & Fri]
For Members who are enrolled in one or more visual arts classes. It offers several hours of open studio time each week for
students to finish/continue class projects and pursue individual interests.
Open Glazing Studio [Tues, 9:00a - Noon & 1:00p - 4:00p]
For advanced students to work on independent projects. Members are required to use their own supplies; firing provided
by The Center.

Premium Package

Beginning Ceramic Sculpture [Mon, 1:00p - 2:30p ]
A great class for Members who like to make things with their hands. Learn hand building techniques including slab
construction, coil building and additive/subtractive sculpture. Members will also glaze their own work.
Advanced Ceramic Sculpture [Fri, 1:00p - 2:30p]
For those who have completed two semesters of Beginning Ceramic Sculpture. Members will use slab, coil, additive
and subtractive techniques to create sculpture.

Sculpture [Fri, 9:00a - 12:00p] A class for individuals who enjoy making things with their hands. Projects will be

constructed with many different materials, including wood, plaster, papier-mâché, fabric, glass, and found objects.
Prerequisite is one semester of art class.
Beginning Glazing [Mon, 9:00a - 10:30a]
Members will design patterns and apply glaze to greenware and bisque-ware ceramic items that come from molds,
including vessel forms, decorative figurines and animals.
Beginning Stained Glass [Thurs, 9:00a - 12:00p]
Morning class for members learning to cut and grind stained glass to assemble and solder into a design.
Intro. to Stained Glass [Thurs, 1:00p - 4:00p]
Afternoon class for members learning to cut and grind stained glass to assemble and solder into a design.

Expressive Arts
Guitar Lessons - Small Group [Tue, 2:00p]

Learn beginning skills for playing the guitar. Participants must have their own guitar and be able to be attentive and
manage a group setting.

Piano Lessons - Individual

Learn beginning skills for playing the piano. Sessions are 20 minutes, once a week. Use the Center’s piano to practice
other days of the week. Limited space available. Session time must be established prior to enrollment.
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